FLOWER STAGES OF ‘ŌHI’A LEhua

MATERIALS NEEDED
1. Scissors  2. Metal fastener (1)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Cut out all three pieces. Cut out red wedge.

2. Place piece with cut out wedge on top of white circle with Lehua Flower Stages.

3. Make a pilot hole through the center dots of each piece using a thumbtack. Push metal fastener through the pilot holes (through both pieces). Bend metal wings down on the back side to secure.

4. Cut out the fact card below and wow your friends with how much you know about our amazing ‘ōhi’a!

FLOWER STAGES
1. ‘Ōpu’u Lehua - Lehua flower bud
2. Mohala - Unfolded, blossoming
3. Hōpoe - Fully developed
4. Kukuna - Female part of a flower
5. Hua ‘Ōpio - Young fruit, maturing
6. Hua - Fruit
7. ‘Ano’ano - Seed, kernel, germ
8. Hua Hakahaka - Empty seeds pods

Cut around leaves so that they remain attached to the circle.